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you may already know this, but every entry is kept
by both players, and you'll be alone. you know that
you have to be tough, clever, and almighty to have
a good time in monaco. but this time around, your

goal is to simply survive, to avoid any and all
conflict by staying calm, and to be sly. if monaco is

exciting as hell, then our game play video
demonstrates that excitement. we can also

guarantee that our game play video captures the
intensity of the experience. that means everyone

can enjoy monaco, even if they start the game
without any game experience. in monaco, your job
is to be a thief and to get what you need to steal

from the people you encounter. you'll have to trade
in stealing for dealing. the trick? you can no longer
hide in plain sight. a television plays a huge part in

monaco. the game begins with two thieves in a
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shop. your job in monaco is simple, but the game is
infinitely more interesting. in this city, there are two

ways you can play. you can try to catch your
opponents in the act. you can run. you can play it
cool, stealing and dealing to gain your assets and

use them to complete the heist. if you are the
sneaky kind, playing it cool doesn't have to be that
difficult. once you take off your mask, people will
assume you're the professional you have been

training to be. but this is only one part of the plan,
and the game offers three heists. all thieves must
work together to plan a heist and to execute it. in

monaco, you can steal from any person in the game.
with the exception of the hotel.
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monaco is a game that lives or dies on the premise
that two strangers are forced to work together. it’s
fantastic and can be fun, but it can be discouraging
to fail miserably. think more in terms of “you’re the
lefty, i’m the righty. you’re the boss, i’m the mopey
slave.” the problem is that when things get difficult,

you don’t have to choose a side. you just have to
move. its easy to blame failure on your partner, but

its easy to blame your partner for being a bad
partner as well. that might be a good thing. i’d have

to try it. theres almost an endless list of things
players can do. they can steal cash from safes,
unzip the most secure bags, pick the pockets of

colleagues, use knives to slit purses and create a
diversion with smoke bombs or a grenade, hack into

a computer and scrimp on the ransom or steal
laptop computers, steal money from a safe or a safe

van, steal valuables from a container or an office,
head-kick a bell and a bookie when they lose. in

brief, there are a lot of tasks to keep players
occupied. clients can be able to get caught in a cat-

and-mouse game, or even get jailed if they get
caught while entering and stealing a place. it is

common that players will make a mistake and get
caught, which will trigger a game over and result in
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non-violent arrest. but there are always ways to get
out of trouble. for example, you can use a slip to

cheat traffic signals, jump to the top of the train that
takes you through the town without a ticket, cause a

stampede, drive a van with the licence plate of a
different van or run away using a car with stolen

plates. whatever it is that the players need to do to
get out of trouble or to score, there are always

many more things to do. 5ec8ef588b
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